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SItSTEM 
An iterative algorithm is proposed for selecting the best system among a finite number of stable 
stochastic systems on the basis of a certain performance index. It is assumed that the stochastic 
processes which are associated with these systems are regenerative processes, whose characteristics 
are a priori unknown and can be evaluated only by simulating their regeneration cycles. As an 
example of such a system a Markovian decision process is considered 
Markov decision process adaptation 
regenerative method simulation 
steady-state solution 
1. Introduction: regenerative method 
The regenerative method has been successfully employed in the analysis of stable 
stochastic systems [Z-S]. Roughly speaking, a stochastic process X = {X(t); t 2 0) in 
a d-dimensional Eucledian space is called regenerative if there exist certain random 
times forming a renewal process uch that at each such time the future of X become a
probabilistic replica of the process itself. Such random times are called regeneration 
times of X, and the process X is then said to be regenerative. Formally [l] a stochastic 
process {X(f); o 2 0) is regenerative if there exists a sequence PO, PI, . . . of stopping 
(regenerative) times such that 
(a) T = { 7); I = 0, 1, . . .} is a renewal process, 
(b) for any I, m ~(0, 1, . . .}, tl, . . . , tl > 0, and any bounded measurable function 
f:I’-,R 
W,f(&,+w . l = 9 Xp,+t, ) I-& k s Pm1 = W&K,, . . .q &,)I- (1.1) 
Now consider N stochastic systems. Let {X’(t); ta 0}, i = 1,2, . . . , N be the 
regenerative process corresponding to these N systems, and let Xi be the steady- 
state random vector of the regenerative process Xi = (X’(8); t > 0) so that 
P(X’(t)Sx)+P(X’Sx) as t+oo 
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where ,f: Rd + H is a real-valued measurable function. The problem is to choose the 
system with the smallest value of Wi* i.e., 
a’[ = min Wi = min E{ f(X’)} (1.3) 
in the absence of a priori information about the chtacteristics of the stochastic 
processes {X’(t); ts 0}, i = 1, . . . , N, and the function f. This information may be 
gathered only by simulating the stochastic processes X’ = {X’(t); t 2 0) and observ- 
ing the values of f(Xi(t)). We now consider two examples. 
I. 1. Irreducibk aperiodic positive recurrent Markotl chains 
For each i = 1, . . . , N let {Xb : n 2 0) be an irreducible aperiodic positive recur- 
rent Markov chain (MC) with a transition probabilities matrix {I&~; k, j E I} and the 
state space I E Rd. Then 
di=E[f(X’)]- C f’(j)P(X’=j)= C f’(j)pi. 
j6zf iizI 
(1.4) 
Here pi = P(X’ = j) = lim,,,P(XI, = j) is the steady-state distribution. fi( j) can be 
interpreted as a payoff (or reward) pard at the state j. Possible function f of interest 
may be the following. 
(1) f”(j) = 1, if j = k, 0 otherwise; then E{f(X’)) = pi, 
(2) f’(j) = Ci - cost of being in state j; then E(f(X’)} = &, c,P(X’ = j) = the 
staticnary expected cost per period. 
Let US assume that the values of f’(j) are known .but the transition matrices 
(7TLjt k,JEI,i=l , . . . , N) are unknown. It isI clear that the values di cannot be 
found analytically because pi are determined by tr& As we do no’: lrnow the values of 
Wi vlre shall have to simulate the N Markov chains and estimate the die TO simulate a 
Markov chain {Xn, pt 2 0) let us se!ect a fixed state of the MC, say the state 0. We then 
obtain a sequence of regeneration times (~3~; n ~0) such that 0 = PO<& <PL< 
l l l and X@,, = 0 a.s.; that is, once the system enters state 0 the simulation can 
proceed without any knowledge of its past history. Before solving the problem (1.3) 
let us introduce some notation and make a few assumptions. 
Let {& it a 0) be the regeneration times of the regenerative process {X’(t); t 3 0}, 
i= 1,. . . , IV, where & = 0, and let 
be the length of the nth cycle for the ith system. Assume E(& < 00. 
Fori=l,...,Ndefine 
(1.5) 
f(X’(t)) dt (1.6) 
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or 
according as the process {X’(t)} is in continuous or in discrete time. In other words 
Yf, is the payoff (reward) for the ith system during the cycle of the length LYE. Of 
course Yi is a r.v. because ari is a r.v. 
Proposition I. The random vectors { YI, (Y h; n 2 0) are independent and identiccllly 
distributed. 
Proposition 2. If E{I f(Xi)[} < 00, then 
(1.8) 
Proposition 1 says that the behavior of the system during different cycles are both 
statistically independent and identically distributed. 
1.2. The GI/G/ 1 queuing system 
Assume that we have N GI/G/l queuing systems. Let E(X’) be the mean 
stationary waiting time of a customer in the ith system. As the values of E(X’) are 
analytically difficult to calculate we simulate the N queuing systems and estimate 
E(X’). We start the simulation with an empty system and choose the regenerative 
points &, as epochs at which arrivals occur and no previous customers are left. Here 
a:,=&-~;-~ represents the number of customers erved in the nth period for the 
ith system. After the points /3; the probabilistic behavior is completely independent 
of the previous history. Let 
y+ * 
a61 (s 
kL--l+j -&A 
j=l _. 
be the sum of the waiting times in the nth busy period. Here 
sm := f w k-l - uk), SO" 0, 
k=l 
V’ and uk arc the kth customer service and interarrival times respectively. It is 
known [2] that 
which is again formula (1.8). More examples which may be reduced to the formula 
(1.8) can be found in [2,4,5]. (See also Section 4.) 
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As the values of L& = {f(X’)} are unknown, they can be estimated by simulating m 
cycles of each regenerative process and computing the ratios 
I i y; f y; 
i=l,2 ,..., N. 
m n=l n=l 
(1.9) 
Here d’, is a biased but consistent estimator of E(f(X’)}. 
Iglehart [4] presents a sequential and two stage method for so!ving the problem 
(1.3), i.e. for selecting the best system from among N alternative systems according 
to a prescribed criterion function. His method involves the use of normal approxi- 
mations derived from a particular central imit theorem and requires large samples in 
the terms of the number of cycles of the regenerative process imulated. 
2. Proposed algorithm 
Consider the following problem: 
min W(p) = min f E{ f(X’)ipi, 
P P 1 i = 
(2.1) 
subject o 
l a 
E pi=i- Jli>Q, i=l N. 9”‘) (2.2) j = 1 
If there exists a unique solution of ( 1.3), then the problem (2.1)-(2.2) is equivalent to 
(1.3) and its solution is given by a vector p* with a single non-zero component: 
p*={o,.._:,o, t,o,.. .,O}. (2.3) 
The algorithm for qolving the problem (2.1)-(2.2) is based on a step-by-step 
correction of the probability vector p[n], where it denotes the step number. There 
exists a mechanism, provided by the formula (2.7) below, which ensures that 
gi[n]a E[n], i = 1,. . . , N, where {e[nJ)” n=O is a monotone decreasing sequence of 
positive numbers, subject to (2.1 l)-(2.14) btlow. On the nth step the ith system 
iE{l,. . . , N} is being chosen by simulating the distribution ~[n - 11. We denote this 
event by X[n] = X’. One renewal cycle of the process {Xi(t); t 2 0) is carried out. 
Denote by V’ [n], i = 1 , . . . , 12, the total number of renewal cycles made by the ith 
system up to and including the nth step. We check whether for all systems the 
inequality v’[n - 112 ne[n], k E [l, . . . , i - 1, i + 1, . . . , N} is satisfied. If for some 
indices k1 ,..., k,~{l,..., i-l, i+l,... , N}, this inequality does not hold, one 
renewal cycle of each system kl, . . . , k, is carried out, so that ultimately, 
vk[n]%ze[n], k = 1,. . . , N (2.4) 
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We record 
k 
a,,= P 
k 
&?a] - P 
k 
vk[n]-1, k = i, k*, . . . $ Iis, 
the lengths of the cycles performed, and for each k calculate 
k=i,kl,.. ., k,. (2.5) 
In the case of discrete-parameter p ocesses, the integral should be replaced by the 
corresponding sum over the vk[n]th cycle (see (1.7)). Set also 
yf: s& 0 if k&{i, kl, . . . , k,}. (2.6) 
We construct a new distribution p[n] by the following recurrence formula: 
PI4 = mqn,(PEfl - l - rldW 1 i% 
Here SE is a simplex in RN; 
(2.7) 
Sf = 
I 
p=(pi ,..., p&J) ; pk=l,O~&~pk~l 
I 
, 
k=l 
rs, is the projection operator onto the simplex SE, such that for any z E RN 
II2 - =s, (z )ll = $$r lb - Y II1 
l 
and @(*I*) is a vector (&(=I*), . . . , Bd *I-)), where 
&(n Ii) = &kp;* [n - l]dkb], 
dkb] = Y”bf/a”b], 
Yk[n]= Yk[n - l]+ Y& Luk[n]= ak[n - l]+$,, 
cw 
(2.9) 
k = 1,. . . , N, 
(2.10) 
s* 
I 
1, ifi=k, 
rk = 
0, if i # k. 
The initial values of p[O]f SElol, Y[O] = (YI[O], . . . , YNIO]), Ly[O] = 
((y1[01,.**, (u”[O]) can be chosen arbitrarily. In the above the sequences {r[n]}~= 1 
and blnl) T=o must be chosen so that the following conditions are satisfied: 
Remark 1. In order to satisfy the conditions (2.1 l)-(2.12) one can choose 
y[n]-n-', ~[n]-n-0’4. 
(2.11) 
(2.12) 
Remark 2. We assume that Q: 3 cue> 0; (k = 1, . . . , N; n = 1,2, . . .) i.e,, the cycle 
will be taken into account only if it is of some minimal length (which can be 
considered as the sensitivity threshold of the measuring instrument). 
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Remark 3. The r.v.‘s Y”[n] and ak[n] (k = 1 , . . . , N, n 2 1) defined in (2.10) store 
up the information obtained up to and including the nth step. It is worth noting that 
for each k fixed, only v”[n] summands in both Y”[n] and a”[n] are non-zero. 
The ratio d&r] is a biased but consistent estimator of Efi(Xk)}, obtained by 
simulation of the regenerative process {Xk(t); ta0). 
TheoPent. If the values of the function fare uniformly bounded by some constant D 
and if there exists the unique optimal solution p* of the problem (2.1).(2.2), then for 
any initial distribution p[O] E SE101 the sequence { p[n]}Tzl, generated by the algorithm 
(2.7)-(2.12), converges with probability 1 to p*. 
Corollary. The theorem remains valid if we assume that the values of the function f 
cannot be observed directly, but are measured with a random noise. In other words 
f(Xi)=&{Q(Xi,5)), i=l,...,N, 
where 6 is a random vector with an unknown time independentprobability distribution 
function. In this case one can consider another random process 
{vi(t); t~lO~={(Xi(t),& ta0) i= 1,. . ., N. 
If{X’(t);t~O}isregenerative,then(U’(t); t~O}isalsoregenerativeandthevaluesof 
Q are uniquely defined for each value of the ‘steady state’ r. v. U’ of the process 
{U’(t): taO}, and 
E{f(X’)} = E{E&{Q(X’, 5))) = E{Q(U’)} i = 1, . . . , N. 
3. Proof of the theorem 
Denote 
ti[n]=di[n]-di, t[n]==maxlti[n& i= l,..., N;n=l,2 ,.... (3.1) 
On the nth step of the algorithm its state can be described by a 4N-dimensional 
vector ~[n]=(p[n],a[n]=(a’[n], l . . , aN[n]), Y[n]=(Y’[n], . . . , Y”[n]), 
v[n] = (v’[n], . . . , v”[n])). We first prove a lemma. 
Lemma. For any Z[O] such that p[O] E S=L~~, a[01 :> 0, 
(3.2) 
Also, for any state 8(n) on the nth step Cz=,+, r[m]E{t[m]l =[n]: < 00. 
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Proof. Without loss of generality set i = 1 and define 
2: =Y:-dl*;, n=1,2,.... 
If a cycle of the regenerative process {X’it); t 2 0) was not carried out on the nth step, 
then 2: = 0. For all PZ’S such as a cycle of {X’(t); 83 0) was performed on the nth 
step, the 2: are i.i.d.r.v.‘s with E(Zf, ) = 0 and variance ~$1. Define also 
2’[Pz]=2’[n-1]+2~, Z’[O]= Y’[O]-d&C)]. 
Then by the Schwarz inequality, 
E(hEnll I~[Ol} =EIlz’b4’~ ‘[nil I=COlI 
6 E”*{(Z’[n])* 1 Z[O] l El’*{((u ‘[n])-” 1 ~[O]} 
G ((z”[o])* + ~~~l)l’* l EI’Z((L~ ‘CO]+ aov’[n])-* 1 ~[O]}, 
where a0 was defined in the Remark 2. Since by (2.4) v’[n]a n&z], we have 
E{Itl[n]l f E[o]}c ((i??[o])2+ &J )1’2k&)]+ aon&‘+‘- 
Thus for n large enough, 
E{ltl[n]( 1 S[O]}~AlE-l[n]n-1’2, (3.3) 
where A41 = Al(EIO]). Inequality (3.3) and condition (2.12) imply the convergence 
of the series (3.2). 
Proof of the theorem. Consider the vector p*[n] E S,[,,, such that 
4nlt 1 i#l pm= (3.4) l-(N- l)&[PLJ, i = l, 
where 2 is defined by (1.3) and is unique by the condition of the theorem. We have 
By the algorithm (2.7).(2.10), properties of rr,fnl and (3.4), we-have 
lIp[nl- P*[nlll* e IlpCn - II- p*En - 1111’ + IlP*[n - II- p*Cnll12 
+2(p[n - l]-p”[n - 11, p”[n - l]-p*[n]) 
+ ~2[~l(~~[~l)2(pj[~ - ll>-’ 
-2Y[nl(pii[n -1l-PTE~l)~i[~~f(pi~~ -13>-’
s~~p[?2-1]-p*[n-1]~~*+3N(&[n-1]-&[n]) 
-2yCnl(pi[fl - w-pTbwi~~l~pi[l~ - w 
+ D*y*[n](pJn - l])-‘. cw 
82 
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1:’ 
where ( ,) is an inner proddct. Taking the conditional expectation of both sides of 
(3.6) with Z[n - I] fixed wri: obtain i’ 
E~llp[~l-p*r~ll12j~[~ - 111 c 
S~lp[n-1]-p*[n-1]~~2+3N(&v-1]-&[n]) 
-I- D2Ny2[t+-‘[n - l] 
-2Y[nl c” (pJn - l]-pj[n]jE{d,[n]I3[n - 11) 
i = % 
i= 1 
+2rl%l f (PTC n - l]-pF[n])E{diln]lB[n - l]} 
i = 1 
~llp[n-~]-p*[n-l]))*+L(~[n-l]-~[n])+D*Ny~[n]~-~[n-l] 
-2~bl f’ (pib - lI-pT[n - l])E{di[n])%[n - l]}, 
i = 1 
. . . 
(3.7) 
where L = 3N +2ND max, y[n]. From (3.7) it follows that 
E((lpCnl-p”C4112( 3n - 111 s 
sllp[n - l]-p*[n - l]ll”+ L(e[n - I]-s[n]) 
+D2Ny2[n]K1[n-l]-2y[n] i (pi[n-l]-pr[n-l])di 
i = 1 
-2y[n] i (pi[N-l]-pT[n-l])E{lJn]lB[n-1]} 
i = 1 
sllp[n - ll-p*[vc - l]~~*+L(~[n - l]-~[n])+D~Ny~[n]e-‘[n - l] 
-2?4nl ii1 (Pi[ IZ - l]-pT[n - l])E{li[n]l Z[n - l]}, (3.8) 
i = 
sme by (3.5) 
ig (Pi[n-ll-p”[n- 
1 
ll)di = W(p[n - 11) - W(p*[n - 11) > 0. 
Therefore 
wP[nl- P*[nlll* Im - 111 g 
d(!p[n-l]-p*[n-l]~(*+L(+2-1]-~[n]) 
+D2Ny2[n]K1[n-1]+2Ny[n]E{t[n]IB[n-11). (3.9) 
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Denote 
C&Y: = ]fp[n]-p*[n]l12-LEEn] 
+D”N E y’[m]C’[m-1]+2N g y[m]E{t[m@i’[n]). 
m=n+l m=n+l 
(3.10) 
The first sum irr (3.10) exists by (2.12) and the second by the corollary from the 
lemma. Taking GX CClrnditional expectation of both sides in (3.10) we obtain 
+D2N z y2[m]?[m - 1] 
m=n+l 
+ 2N f y[m]E{E{t[m]l E[n]}lE[n - 11) 
m=n+l 
= E{~~p[nl-p*[nl~~2~ Sn - ~11+~4%1 
+ D2N f y’[m]s-‘[m - l] 
m=n+l 
+ 2N f y[m]E{t[m]l E[n - 11). (3.11) 
m=n+l 
The last equality in (3.11) is justified by the fact that Z[n] is a Markov chain taking 
values in R4N [S]. Using (3.9), we obtain 
E{u[n]~~[n-1]}~llp[n-1]-p*[n-1]~~2+L~[n-1] 
+ D2N 2 y’[m]C’[m - l] 
m=n 
+ 2N f y[m]E{r[m] 1S[n - 11) 
m=n 
= v[n - 11. 
Thus v[n] is a supermartingale [6] with respect o S[n], and as n + 00 u[n]+ v a.s. 
On the other hand 
u[n] = 2N z y[m]E{t[m]1 Z[n]} 
m=n+l 
is also a supermartingale, since 
E{u[n]l Z[n - 1]} = f y[n]E{t[m]liZ[n-l]}su[n-11. 
m=n+l 
Therefore as n+m u[n]+u a.s. and thus Ilp[n]-p*[n]ll+v-u a.s. 
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Taking the unconditional (i.e. conditioned by E[O]) expectation of both sides of 
the first inequality in (3.8), using (3.9) and summing up from n = 1 to n = nl, we 
obtain 
< 2 E{l]p[n-I]-+[ n -- l]II;)+L(E[O]-E[n*l) 
?Z= 1 
+ D*N z y*[n]c-‘[n - I] 
n=l 
-2 ? y[n]E{W(p[n- l])- W(p*[n- 1])}+2N z y[n]E{t[n]}. 
n= 1 FI= 1 
As np + 00, the last sum converges according to the lemma. Therefore, 
nf, y[n + 1lEW(p[nl) - w(p*M)t~= 
By the Fatou lemma, 
JI rb + MWpblb-- w(p*blW~ a.s. (3.12) 
From (3.12) and (2.12) follows the existence of a subsequence nk such that 
(lp[nk] - p*[ nJ* -9 0 as. as nk + 00 
Therefore 0 - u = 0 a.s. and llp[n]-p*[n]ll+O as. n +oo. 
On the other hand, p*[n]+p*, and so p[n]+p* a.s. as n + 00. 
4. Application: Searc for an optimal policy in a Markov decision process in the 
absence of a priori information 
Consider a system of I states, &, . . . , SI. At every stage n = 1,2,. . . , one of M 
possible decisions D1, . . . , DM has to be made. Denote by S[n] and D[n] the state 
and decision made in stage n, respectively. If S[n] = Si and D[n] = Dk, then the 
system moves at the next stage, n + 1, into the state S’ with an a priori unknown 
probability 
~fj = P(S[FZ t l] = Sj 1 S[n] = Si, D[n] = Dk). 
This transition, if it occurs, is followed by a random reward (or penalty) with an a 
priori unknown expectation c ip k The expected payoff at state Si after the decision Dk is 
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made is given by 
j=l 
A policy is a vector of indices P = ( kl, . . . , kl) which determines what decision has 
to be made at each state: for every i = 1, . . . , I, ki is an integer lying between 1 and 
M, and at state Si decision & should be made. Suppose that some fixed policy 
P=&,..., kl) is maintained. The system then constitutes a Markov chain with 
transition probabilities 
P(S[fl + 1] = Sj 1 S[tZ] = Si} = ?T$w 
Henceforth it is assumed that for every policy P, the: corresponding Markov chain is 
ergodic. Denote by &‘), . . . , &’ the ‘steady-state” probabriities of this chain, i.e., 
WJP’=lim P{S[n]=Si}y i=l,...,I. 
n+oo 
The problem is to find a policy P for which the expected payoff, 
is minimal. There are N = @ possible policies. For each policy Pm = (ie- y, . . . , k fi”), 
m = 1, . . . , N, let W, = W(‘+ The problem is therefore to choose the policy with 
the smallest value of Wm. 
The regenerative process {X”(t); t 3 0) corresponding to the policy P,, is the 
Markov chain whose states are S1, . . . , SI and whose transition probabilities are W$ 
(i, j = 1,. . . , I). The regeneration times Pr(n = 0, 1,2, . . . ,) for this policy are the 
times of visiting a certain fixed state, say S1. 
Since the algorithm (2.‘7)-(2.12) does not require any a priori information about 
the regenerative processes {X”(t): t > 0) (pit = 1, . . . , IV,) and the values of 
Wl 9***t WN, this algorithm can be applied for finding an optimal policy for the 
Markov decision process described above. 
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